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first and foremost, this controller is matched perfectly for the advanced control of native instruments
traktor pro and its 4 virtual decks. nevertheless, the jockey 3 is also suitable for any other midi compatible
software, as for example virtual dj. the traktor scratch a6 is powered by native instruments' traktor audio 6
digital vinyl system, an easy-to-learn yet powerful midi interface that helps to effortlessly sync with vinyl,

cds and other mp3 players. the audio 6 interfaces has four inputs and four outputs, so you can connect not
only professional grade mixers and turntables but also cd players, computer soundcards, and anything else

that works with midi. the audio 6 interface is designed to be intuitive and easy-to-learn while providing a
great deal of power and performance for djs. once you've connected it, the traktor scratch a6 is ready to
work. the traktor scratch a6 works with any mp3 or wav file that's run by the mixer and any traktor pro

compatible software such as traktor scratch, traktor pro 2, or traktor techno. this means that you can play
vinyl and cds through the traktor scratch a6 without the need for additional turntables, mixing equipment,

and other analog gear. the traktor scratch a6 also features audio inputs for line-level monitoring, which
allow you to monitor and mix a track directly from the vinyl. traktor scratch a6 is a simple, affordable, and
powerful solution for djs and pro audio engineers who want to perform live. the traktor scratch a6 will allow
you to perform with the same stability and reliability as a mixing board and makes connecting a turntable
or cd player quick and simple. traktor scratch a6 has six audio inputs and outputs for connecting external

devices and also has six midi in/out connections that allow you to easily and accurately control an external
midi device from the dj mixer. the traktor scratch a6 also includes six high-quality effects and a channel

strip that offer infinite possibilities for creative mixing ideas. the traktor scratch a6 offers two built-in
functions: portable mode is a standalone controller with no computer required, while remote mode allows

you to control the dj mixer from your computer.
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